
Chiltern Lifestyle Centre 

1. Chiltern District Council is planning to build a new state-of-the-art leisure and community facility by 2021 to replace the existing community centre and
leisure facilities in Amersham. In 2016 and 2017 we asked residents and users for their views and took on board their comments about what they would like
to see on the site. Are you in support of the proposals for the new Chiltern Lifestyle Centre that we are taking to our planning committee later this year?
Please note this survey closes at 11.59pm on Monday 15 October 2018.

Response 
Percent Response Total 

1 Yes 86.63% 1691 

2 No 8.45% 165 

3 Don't know 4.92% 96 

Analysis Mean: 1.18 Std. Deviation: 0.5 Satisfaction Rate: 9.14 
Variance: 0.25 Std. Error: 0.01 

answered 1952 

skipped 11 

Comments: (629) 

1 This is much needed and is an exciting vision for our town. Excellent to have increased the number of lanes in the pool from 6 to 8 as Amersham Swimming Club currently takes up half the pool 
making it hard for early morning swimmers to get their exercise. Great idea to put all these facilities under one roof and the design looks really interesting. It really will be a comprehensive community 
facility and will get a lot of use I'm sure. I hope that there will be enough parking planned in, as such a good facility will draw more people into the town. Well done. Can't wait. 

2 What information about youth provision as this seems to be missing. What facilities will replace the youth Centre 

3 The current centre is old and needs replacing. It makes sense to spend money on a new centre rather than spending money on one that's falling apart. Look forward to seeing the new facility in 2021. 

4 I think that the new facilities look good but am disappointed that there will no longer be any slides. It seems the pool is designed with mainly young children in mind. 

5 The Chiltern Pools has been our base for Amersham Swimming Club the last 50 years and we are therefore extremely excited at the prospect of modern, new, state of the art swimming and diving 
facilities in the new Chiltern Life Centre. 
We hope to be able to look back in another 50 years and see this as the point at which ASC was able to welcome even more swimmers and divers in to its ranks enabled by a bigger and better 
swimming pool and diving facility. 

6 The development looks fantastic and is well overdue for Amersham. 

7 Brilliant development, can't wait to see it built 

8 As Nike said just do it 
As Mo Farah said - get it up and running 
As Usain Bolt said - sprint to the finish 
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As Roger Feder said - smash it 
As a resident - great idea 

9 I like that the old barns are being kept and that Amersham is getting some more up to date facilities. Great that the pre-school is being incorporated. 

10 Building plan looks great, need to be operated in a way that primarily benefits the community not whichever company gets the operating contract. 

11 Excellent idea to bring facilities under one roof and is needed to replace old current buildings, 

12 We must invest for the future 

13 A very brave and necessary concept to meet the needs of current and importantly future generations of Amersham residents. Nothing of this size and nature will never be free of some criticisms and 
resistance but resist compromise on either concept specific plans or building cost. Indeed within the inevitable financial constraints please make sure quality is ahead of cost in contract negotiations. 

14 Will be a great addition to Amersham. Also the existing leisure centre looks somewhat aged and lacks facilities. Fully support the new plans and leisure centre. 

15 Please incorporate some form of water slides into your plans, to replace the current ones, that are highly used! 

16 Although it may seem like a lot of hassle I think it will benefit the community in more ways than we can possibly see now. I look forward to using the new facilities 

17 This seems a well designed facility providing a range of activities. I am pleased to see that the take up of green space on King George V field has been kept to a minimum and that the play facilities, 
skateboard park and open air gym have been retained. My family will certainly use them. 

This project replaces a rather worn out and outdated facility which I assume is expensive to maintain. The new centre will certainly add to the attractiveness of Amersham and of Chiltern District more 
generally. I hope that it can be approved and constructed with the minimum of delay. 

18 provided that it does not mean an increase in our council tax. 

19 This is such an amazing building that will update the aerea which is well needed and hopefully encourage more people to use facilities. Great meeting place for all ages . 

20 I’m supportive of plans to redevelop the leisure centre, but the 2016/17 survey did not include the water slides as an option for people to select what was important to them. Most people voted for the 
pool, which resulted in it being voted top facility to retain. However, many people would have assumed this also included the water slides. These are hugely popular with young people and families, 
but appear to have been omitted from any of the literature. Please include these in the new design, or at the very least conduct a survey on the pool specifically to see if people value the water slides 
before unilaterally deciding to get rid of them. 

21 Too much space given over to cars. Get them out of thei rmetal boxes and walking to the centre, alsonot keen on land being given to developers who do little for society but secrete money away in 
offshore bank accounts. 

22 The community is getting bigger with extra housing, people need somewhere to meet and something to do. Great for kids and young teens, and for the older generation. win win! 
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23 Yes, Amersham needs a new and improved leisure centre with better swimming facilities. However I would like to see the detailed revised proposal before I know whether I agree with them! 

24 This modern facility is hugely needed as the current Chiltern Pools is over 50 years old. Similarly the community centre facilities are in need of replacement with something up-to-date. This will be an 
excellent hub for sporting involvement and community cohesion. I am fully in favour. 

25 Hi, the existing leisure centre is badly in need of change as facilities are outdated. Allowing for the old centre to be run while undertaking the construction of the new centre (which is likely to take 
many years) would allow local residents to continue to access the sports facilities. 

26 I am looking forward to having a new Leisure Centre with much improved facilities, having been a member of the gym for 24 years. I hope the library will remain open and have places for people to 
use computers. I hope that there will be something for teenagers and people in their twenties to get involved in - perhaps a place to show films etc. Please look to the future and be innovative in the 
space - then the area may become heritage for the future. Preserving the barn buildings is a good idea, however I hope the Drake Hall will not be kept as it isn't really fit for purpose any longer. 

27 This is a ridiculous survey. It's way more complicated than asking 1 question. I'm in favour of developing the site, the question is how it's developed, how big it is and that I don't want you to build on 
the green space in King George V playing field. 

28 I am concerned that the cost of this will take funds away from much needed local services. With councils being so strapped for cash, is this the wisest use of scarce resources? 

29 Please build it - when construction taking place can you check the pool filter as I lost a gold filling last month. It was during some rigorous butterfly. I would leave my name but you can recognise 
when I smile and hear me when I whistle. 

30 I am very disappointed that this is going ahead and do not agree with the Land Swap as I think the King George V Field should be left as it is as an open space - a green lung for all the community for 
us to use as walkers and children playing etc Green space is fast disappearing all over Amersham- and not be reduced in size as proposed and I understand this has been agreed already and it is 
pointless me saying anything further at this stage. I am very disappointed by all this as I have lived here 41 years and I expected better things of our Council. 

31 Fantastic news! It might actually make me want to join a gym! Love that there is a spa too. 

32 This is an incredible scheme and I applaud Chiltern District Council for having the courage to do something like this in times of austerity. I hope the plans get approved and work starts as soon as it 
can. Well done Chiltern! 

33 From the plans and the fly through it looks like the new centre will deliver a much needed upgrade to the leisure facilities in Amersham. The current facility is no longer fit for purpose, especially the 
gym area which is small and of poor quality in comparison to most commercial gyms charging less for a monthly membership. I am fully behind the redevelopment, although I would like to see a 
range of membership options for use of the pool, gym, climbing area etc. rather than just one membership for everything. I would also like for current/prospective users of the facility to have a say on 
the equipment which will be included in the new centre, for example weights racks, cardio machines, diving boards etc. Overall I think this is a project will be good for the town and will hopefully 
encourage more people to engage in physical activity. 

34 I think it will be a great facility for the entire community and applaud the Council Members for their initiative in proposing such a great scheme. 

35 I was sceptical at first but now seeing Chiltern Council has listened to us, the residents, made some changes to the facilities, saved the old barns, included community areas and a spa I think this now 
looks very good. I can't wait for it to be open. 
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36 
As a regular user of the Barn Hall facilities over many years, I have been conscious of the deterioration of the kitchen and toilets. 

I sincerely hope that CDC will include the refurbishment / upgrading of these facilities in Barn Hall in the overall project,but will carry out these comparatively minor improvements at the beginning of 
the project, and not leave it until later or at the end of the project. This would act as some compensation to all those who will be disrupted by the main development of the site. 

37 the gym facilities and pool area are looking dated and need the update 

38 It would be good to use part of the land recovered from the old Chiltern Pools demolition as tennis courts alongside the new lifestyle centre. 

39 Looking forward to playing water polo - will there be stables? 

40 How are Chiltern District Council planning to fund this development? 
When do they plan for the work to commence? 
When do they hope it will be comp!eted? 

41 Absolutely required please get on with it instead of further consultation. The current pool is a disgrace. 

42 Very supportive.  

I asked this originally but will there be indoor or outdoor netball courts? It is the biggest participation sport for women and girls. 

43 Please consider more family changing rooms especially for swimming pool users. 

44 Looks great: the sooner the better please :) 

45 Fully support this new development but i think it's a huge mistake not to include the water slides as it's a huge draw for people living in the surrounding areas. 

46 We remain really disapponted that there is no plan to replace the highly popular flumes 

47 Very much, yes. My family and I are regular users of the current facilities (mainly the pool (leisure and main) and the climbing wall) - they are really showing their age. The new plans look superb and 
we really hope they come to fruition. They will be a great addition to Amersham for now and for future generations. 

48 Absolutely required! My family and I are very excited at the plans and prospect of a new leisure centre. We live just around the corner but never use, and have to travel further afield as current leisure 
facilities are so poor and dilapidated. 

49 Living opposite the development these are my main concerns: 
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being open every day from morning til night will cause massive light and air polution, we are used to quiet evenings with very little traffic and buildings, bar the gym, which is out of our eyeline, mainly 
closed. Apart from rush hours, our part of Chilton Ave is a quietish residential area. So the following suggestions would help to make this more acceptable to us. 
Hedges with trees (see Tesco Old Amersham) around the perimeter soften the impact, and absorb some vehicle and light polution 
The MASSIVE corner building using some of the library green, needs softening and a pitched roof like all the other buildings arround it. It would all look so much more acceptable in Amersham which 
is such an attractive market town! 
The vast glass panes on the swimming pool. So in your face! Please get blinds for when it is dark, reducing the impact on the area, reduce the height of glass on the front elevation, and have tinted or 
coated windows so we don't see in. 
Chiltern Avenue - The entrance into the car park would be so much better if only sited round the corner in Bensheim Way. That road should be widened to accomodate a wider entrance and better 
entry. We are on a bus route,too.  
If the development was out of town I would have no problem with it - it is where you plan to site it! 
Please make sure money is saved for the landscaping - so crucial as planting in old and new town is so lovely. 
Lastly, please allow us some peace at weekends and early evenings to enjoy our gardens while this work is going on . Thank you for agreeing to move the exercise area and library, (which we use 
regularly) 

50 This design has improved since I last saw it car parking less prominent. 

Please make sure that quality of materials used in the construction are higher than used in the new car park extension. 

51 My concern is that the quality of the facilities should be robust and the design to fit the purpose. Good luck. This was a helpful presentation (11 September 2018) 

52 I have opted for ‘unsure’ as although I do believe the current facilities need updating, I think it is a terrible loss to be loosing the children’s play are and to be building on the King George V Park. In my 
experience, once development starts on a site such as this, it is only a matter of time before the remaining green space is swallowed up. I STRONGLY believe that the existing building should be 
demolished and the new centre built upon the brown field site left, along with the existing car parking area. I use the centre occasionally, and it always seems very very quiet. Users could easily use 
the facilities in Chesham whilst constructionof the new lifestyle centre goes ahead. This would also stop residential developers sneaking in on the site. As stated in your FAQs section, it is not known 
what would happen to he site of the current site once completion of the new centre finishes, but that residential use is an option. Development in Amersham is already rife, with a huge number of flats 
and house being built. It is flooding the already tight services (doctors, schools) and the infrastructure cannot cope. Therefore, by building on the existing site, retaining the beautiful green land of the 
park and retaining the play area, you are removing this residential development risk from the equation.  
The new centre also provides very little in the way of provision for young childern. The fly through shows a tiny climbing frame outside and a pitifully small splash area to the pool. This is a huge 
shame as the current play area outside is always full to the brim of children playing. Another reason to retain it and build the centre on the existing site. Also by only providing a small slash park area 
inside the centre, you are not providing any safe, shallow pool area for children to learn to swim. Maybe a more important attribute to a community pool, which would be used much more than huge 
diving boards. I can only see these being used by a small percentage of users. 
The library positioning also seems completely wrong. A library should be a quiet area for learning and reading. Therefore placing it in an open, noisy leisure centre atrium seems ludicrous. It would be 
far better locating it in a quieter, still accessible, area of the centre. 
All in all, a centre that is needed, but plans at the moment really need amending. And most importantly, please develop the centre on the existing site and impact our beautiful park and play area as 
little as possible. 
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53 I needed a "Yes, but ...." button! 
Please see my detailed comments emailed 12/09/18 

54 Looking at the proposed plan, there are two major issues. 

1) The bulk of the users who want to use the swimming facilities are families with young children. The swimming area should be reviewed / redesigned as the majority of guests will not use a diving
pool they will want a safe and fun area for children. Please investigate the Aylesbury, St Albans and Windsor swimming facilities and take ideas from them. A lot of the parents I speak to travel out of
the area to avoid what we consider to be a dangerous and dirty facility presently.

2) The second issue. A lot of the local residents have commented that the existing site should be demolished and the new facility placed on it's existing ground to save the playing field. I completely
agree with them.

55 Like the idea of community and leisure facilities in one place. Can the café be an independent one rather than a chain? 

56 Glad the council is being brave and doing something really fantastic for the community 

57 Much needed. 

58 Looks amazing. I am sure this will be an important asset for our community. 

59 Given the enormous pressure for housing and CDCs current plans to build housing on greenfield sites including green belt, it is unbelievable that the current plans for this centre do not include any 
resident units as part of the plan. 

60 Yes, we need something that is fit and proper for the next generation of children. The current facilities are old and do not provide enough facilities. 

61 Stop spending tax payers money!! 

62 The virtual walk through does not appear to include space for drama/theatre or dance. I would want to be sure that would be included before I was in favour. 

63 Having moved to amersham from the UAE three years ago, I was shocked to see how dated many of the local facilities (private or public) had become. As the world and our health service face the 
biggest health and obesity crises they have ever seen, it is vital that we provide the facilities for the next generation to remain fit and healthy in modern, clean and supportive environments. Good 
work Chiltern Council. Next up: running track, cycling track and investment in the local rugby, hockey and football clubs please. By Olympic Games 2032, Amersham and the chiltern district should be 
aspiring to produce multiple participants. 

64 The old centre is not fit for purpose, we need a new one to support the community and clubs 

65 Needed to maintain a vital community space.  
Ideal also as provides an essential Diving space with area which is not offered elsewhere. 
Bigger offering of boards and a dry dive area is a great addition to existing facilities. 
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66 My whole family benefit significantly from the leisure facilities: 

- my daughter attends the diving club
- my son regularly attends the gym
- we all use the swimming pool

Particularly in the current age where there is a greater tendency to be 'couch potatoes' the provision of good quality leisure facilities encourages young people to get involved with sporting activities 
and should reduce costs associated with poor mental and physical health 

67 New facilities would really benefit the swimming and diving clubs 

68 Why not think outside the box and make sure it has a swimming pool of competition size. So 50m that way the community can get value from the events that can be held there. There is no other pool 
that size other than Uxbridge in the vicinity. So national and international events could be held and put Buckinghamshire and Amersham on the map and bring in revenue. 

Or do what Ellesmere Port did on the Wirral. A thriving swimming community three swimming clubs and regular country wide competitions. They built a new centre demolished the old one with its 
33m pool and built one with a 25m pool. Now no swimming clubs, no competitions held there and no opportunity for local business to gain revenue from staying and visiting guests. 

69 I love the idea of updating what is currently there. I wish you were able to get on with and build it rather than having to continue various rounds of consultation. 

70 Needs to be affordable 

71 There isn’t enough focus on the community centre, a booked out hub that provides a cost effective space for hire Chiltern residents, in the proposals. Chiltern does not have enough community space 
in easily reached areas. 

That the fun slides for kids are not being replaced is really sad and it’s not like for like. There’s no design for changing areas here- an area easily discounted but some people use Amersham because 
it has private changing areas, unlike other local pools.  

Not good enough for the money being spent. 

72 The proposed new facility will be a huge asset for the community, and will radically improve the facilities for young divers. Having improved dive training facilities would mean that the gifted and 
talented divers who start out at Amersham with the fantastic coaches here would no longer need to move clubs to Luton or Stratford in order to continue their development but would be able to 
achieve their potential locally. The development will also offer great opportunities for wider arts and leisure development and participation, it is a really exciting prospect for Amersham. 

73 You can’t seriously believe getting rid of the waterslides is a good idea 🙈 They are the most used part of the leisure centre. 

74 Both my daughters use the diving facilities two days a week and we travel into the town centre and spend money shopping and having Lunch every week. Amersham would be poorer in all respects 
with out it. 
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75 I am really pleased to see that a lot of the previous concerns raised in previous meetings have been addressed. Delighted heritage barns are being preserved and in fact, enhanced with the new 
landscaping. I like the layout of the new library at the centre of the development and the new Drake Hall. I think the new facilities look really exciting. 

76 About time!!!! 

77 There is a wonderful opportunity here to create a facility in Amersham that has real 'pulling power' for the town from a wider area. I live in Ruislip and bring my children to the swimming pool because 
of the water slides. We also need good diving facilities since Highgrove closed in Ruislip and this is our nearest diving facility - my neighbour brings her son to Amersham. 

78 Can’t wait for it, really looking forward to seeing from the start to the finish 

79 The leisure centre undoubtedly needs to be refurbished. However the loss of the slides is a real shame for the children of the local area. It would be better if they were replaced and other leisure 
facilities such as a 'lazy river' were added to the pool complex. 

Given the new climbing wall in Watford and established walls in Hemel I'm not sure why we're having a climbing wall here too. 

Also, by not including a council 'hub' in the design its missing an opportunity. 

80 I think this is just fantastic, the old leisure centre is looking a bit run down. My kids love swimming and it’ll be great to be able to go to amersham to swim rather than have to drive further afield for a 
nicer pool. Well done, 100% full backing from myself and my children 

81 I agree the leisure centre needs updating but 1: You’re moving the old barn. 2: I strongly object to you eating up more green space on the playing fields (the talk of making the green up the road 
protected is a load of management speak twaddle as it’s geeen already & couldnt be built on ) & 3/ not putting slides in which is what the children really want. 

82 Of particular importance is the new diving pool. Amersham Diving Club is a fantastic club, both my daughters have progressed to national level, and we really need the extra boards and dry dive area 
for them to continue at this level and above in the sport at Amersham. They aren’t the only ones....thanks to the coaches Amersham Diving has really made its mark in this sport. Being able to provide 
better facilities will enable us to compete against the larger clubs and provide a fantastic facility for many people, of all ages, who enjoy diving. 

83 Wish to see more detail on fitness. 
Is there a functional area and dimensions? 
Will the 'terrace' be for members to train or an area for Yoga studio as appears? 
There appears to be a LOT of studio space, I fear you will have large periods where it will sit empty unless you write into the contract with the operator to have a certain number of classes per 
member. Or better still a minimum number of hours of classes per week. 

84 I agree with the proposal of a new centre. However struggling to understand why the Nursery is upstairs (Buggies for children) and Spa is downstairs (Not linked to either Gym or Swim)? Pool not 

even linked to Gym - or not clear how on 
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layout. All fitness centres have the Health Suite, Pools & Gym interlinked. 

Also why so many different changing rooms? Dry change for Gym members upstairs, Dry change for Spa users downstairs, Dry change for Sports users downstairs, Wet change for Pool users 
downstairs. Why not have 1 Dry change for Sports, Gym & Spa and 1 Wet change for Pool. I get having maybe separate toilets in each area. Not separate changing rooms. 

85 Just a bit worried about the King George playing fields behind the present sports centre. As more open spaces locally to become filled in with new developments, I would love to see this space 
remain for free community use.  

Also local residents to Amersham should be offered discounted use of the new facility. 

86 What proposals for the new chiltern lifestyle centre? 

87 Very much so - young people in the area need this to encourage healthy lifestyles and change the way our youth are currently headed. 

88 please can a rose garden be in a corner with benches for peace away from swings and rec facilities 
so that the elderly can sit before moving on to the shops 

89 I am very keen to see better diving facilities that are of a sufficient standard and design that we can train divers to a high standard and host high level competitions. 
I would also like to see climbing facilities that are suitable for competent climbers, competitions and both NICAS and NIBAS awards. 

90 Dear Sir, 

I do hope that if you do decide to build the new centre, that there will be provision for the existing diving club as it is a successful a well supported organisation. It is the only facility for divers locally 
and really does give great opportunities to local children. I hope you will be able to improve, or at least match the current provision. 

Thank you in advance

91 Dear Sir, 

I do hope that if you do decide to build the new centre, that there will be provision for the existing diving club as it is a successful a well supported organisation. It is the only facility for divers locally 
and really does give great opportunities to local children. I hope you will be able to improve, or at least match the current provision. 

Thank you in advance
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92 Support the project but feel it’s a real shame to lose the leisure pool and slides for the kids. It’s looks lovely je the centre in Wycombe and we were really disappointed with that have only been once. 
Look to Aquavale or coral reef for better pool ideas. Can never get in coral reef as so popular! 

93 Fantastic idea - great for Amersham. 

94 If you keep the kids water area and water slides. 

95 There doesn’t appear to be enough spectator seats poolside. 

96 Definitely. It will be a fantastic facility. 

97 The area needs to provide updated and improved facilities. Increased health and community is a basic requirement for a good town 

98 I am particularly concerned at the diminished theatre space and hall 

99 Need to be more for young children to teenagers to do. And be affordable! 

100 Just build the bloody thing. Ignore the old farts who moan about anything new being built. We're the ones who who'll use it anyway. 

101 My children are both members of the Amersham Swimming and Diving Club. There are so many diving pools closing now that it's becoming difficult to attract children to the sport. We must keep the 
facilities we have 

102 Building on the park is not the answer. Terrible and you all should hang your heads in shame 

103 Great scheme 

104 I'm all for the new and improved facilities. My only concern is what happens to the current services the facilities provide? Is Amersham to be without a swimming pool for the duration of the building? 
My child goes climbing every Sunday and it is the only wall in the area - is this to be discontinued? Amersham is a major hub so, as long as the current facilities are open to the public throughout, 
then it is definitely something the area will benefit from. 

105 One suggestion I have that is taken from visiting pristine and lower chlorinated Nordic pools.  

Please could large outdoor shoe racks be included in the design to be located outside the changing rooms to the pool area. Without shoes and outdoor boots going near the pool area the levels of 
cleanliness are far higher and it makes a visit to a swimming pool far nicer for all. 

It is something quite practical and shouldn't be a large cost but ought to pay back in increased regular visitors and decreased cleaning costs. 

Please, please, please consider doing this. 
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Thank you. 

106 Looking at the mock up, I would say more spectator space is required for the poo if the mock up video is accurate. Amersham is used for galas and attracts many spectators. There is already little 
enough space at the current sports centre without reducing it further. 

107 My only comment would be that the spectator area for the new competition pool is a bit small. The Amersham Swimming Club which use the pool often host galas with other clubs in attendance so 
having a reasonable sized spectator area makes it a more attractive venue for such events. It would be good if the plans could be modified to keep the capacity of the spectator area in-line with what 
is at the existing pool. Many thanks. 

108 I fully support the concept but the District Council seems to be ignoring the fact it may cease to exist as a separate entity if the five upper-tier councils in Bucks become one. Should that happen, this 
site may well be suitable for building one of the 19 new community hubs that will be required to provide more services than currently envisaged by the district council at this location. The best thing 
from the perspective of residents who will pay for and use this facility is to await the unitary decision, before taking this any further. 
David Martin. 

109 I'm not sure whether this is the best way of spending council money in these times of financial pressures on budgets. 

110 This is an important step forward in facilitating activity and by extension the health and well being of our community. We are very much in favour of this development. 

111 Would be so beneficial to everyone !! 

112 Are we going to pay by increase in council tax 

113 My daughter swims at the pool for around 9 hours per week. The current facilities are in desperate need of being updated for the benefit of both swimmers, spectators and other facility users. I fully 
support the development of the site to being it up to date and provide a much needed sports and leisure facility for the area. 

114 It is wonderful and will give people in our community real opportunities, an impetus for heath and a sense of pride. It is a really positive move for the area. Can’t wait. 

115 Excellent news and welcome the project and particularly the new swimming facilities 

116 As a local resident, user of the library, a fundraiser of the nursery and parent of an active 5yr old, I’m delighted. Myself and my daughter are also members of Amersham swimming and diving club, I 
am thrilled with the plans. The development looks amazing and the dry diving training area will establish Amersham as a serious competitor to Luton and Southampton clubs and be a great boon to 
the local community. Thank you. 

117 I think that the fun pool will be very much missed by local children. Also, the library is tiny....not acceptable, this is a much loved place for people in amersham. Yes the building is old, but the library is 
the best place to go when money is tight to keep children entertained. Can’t afford swimming but can enjoy books. Parking..don’t think there is enough. 

118 This pool is critical for the community - please go ahead with it 

119 It will prove to be a huge positive to the Amersham community. 
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120 Why bother unless it's cheap to get into, so many people in this area cannot afford things and certainly cannot afford to use leisure facilities unless you bring the price right down. You could bring the 
price down by making CDC staff pay full price, why do you staff members get a discount? What makes you so special? You already get free parking at the multi storey, why is that? Normal people 
have to pay so why shouldn't you??? There are plenty of residents earning less than you and they still have to pay. Funny how all the councillors live in large houses and have plenty of money, they 
don't live in the real world, none of you do. 
1. Bring the price right down.
2. Make all council staff pay full price.
3. Stop wasting our hard earned unaffordable council tax.

121 Build an amazing swimming pool, could it be done by 2020 

122 A new 25m 8 lane pool would be very necessary to Amersham. 
If the pool was council run rather than by a company/GLL it would make it better for the public as it would be cheaper to run 

123 Yes we need this facility. Could it be greener? Green roof and more use of natural materials? The simulation looks like a lot of concrete. More natural light please? The pool at William Penn is so 
lovely with the sunlight coming in. 

124 Would like to see a new climbing wall and perhapa a discount for residents of bucks? 

125 I LOVE the idea of a new leisure complex in Amersham and all the plans look fantastic. But... I really do think we need to keep the flumes/waterslides. Maybe even improve and make the fun side of 
the pool even better such as wave machines etc. People travel miles to come for the slides as there is nowhere else in the area that has these. People will travel if it's good enough. 

126 The current leisure is starting to look old and out of date. This will be fantastic and provide a facility that people of all ages will be able to benefit from, not just for sporting activities alone. 

127 I think the proposed development will be a great asset to both the community and the clubs that will use it and will be a timely replacement of the outdated facilities currently in place. 

128 It looks great but a bit to much concrete and angles for me. 

129 There are rumours that during construction King George field will be used as a parking area for the construction traffic and materials. If this is so it will be a severe blow for all those who use the field 
and play areas especially the children and young people. I hope these rumours will be confirmed or denied at the consultation meetings. 

130 Well over due project and all facilities will benefit from the new lease of life. Will be a much needed 21st century step which will benefit not only the local community but bring in people from outside 
the area. 

131 PLEASE ENSURE THAT COUNCIL EMPLOYEES STILL RETAIN VALUE FOR MONEY WITH £1 SWIM £2 GYM AND £2 CLASSES. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT AND WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
THE NEW CENTRE!!! 

132 I fear that the day time parking capacity is too low. On the current site there are 228 when one includes the current library and swimming pool areas of which 11 are disabled spaces. How many 
disabled spaces are you planning.? 
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133 I strongly disagree with the land swap proposal; open green space, free to use, is being replaced by pay-per-use facilities. 

I also feel that the council are not being completely honest with residents; originally they said they weren't sure what would go on the site of the existing pool but now there are houses/buildings 
shown on artist sketches of the development. It seems clear that they intend to build housing on the former site but haven't been bold enough to tell locals so are gradually dropping the idea in here 
and there so that we'll get used to it. 

134 Current pool and facilities are in urgent need of upgrading in order to make them appropriate for the 21st Century. Consolidating facilities into one place and really thinking about future proofing the 
design and facilities will ensure community use well into this century. A larger pool will ensure that the public can potentially use the pool at the same time as swimming clubs, which is not always the 
case at the moment. 

135 To Whom It May Concern, 

I am writing to strongly object to the proposals put forward for the new lifestyle centre. My objections are as follows: 

1) The new development will result in a large are of King George V playing field being lost. This is an area of huge importance to the town and an area which is in constant recreational use. To loose
it to urban development which be hugely detrimental. The current playground which is bursting with activity each and every day will be lost as soon as the development starts, and only a tiny play are
be put in it's place. This will result in a huge loss of outdoor play space for young children in Amersham.

2) The existing leisure centre will be demolished only once the new leisure centre is finished and according to your paperwork the use of this land remains unclear. However, the apparent hope is that
the restrictive covenant on the land be bypassed and that housing could be placed here. This is a huge negative and something that must not be allowed to happen. In my experience once
developers get their hands on an area like this, it is only a matter of time before the remaining area of King George V playing field becomes swamped with development. Amersham is already being
hugely overdeveloped with houses and large flat complexes. The infrastructure of the town such as school places and Doctors surgeries cannot cope with the existing population, let alone any further
increase.

3) The proposed new development has very little provision for young children. The loss of the large external play area that is currently in situ, is proposed to be replaced by a tiny area which will not
satisfy the quality of children in the area. But more importantly you are proposing to loose the children pool that is currently at the leisure centre and replace with a small splash park area (similar to
what is found in outdoor parks!!!). As a mother of two young children I can with 100% certainty say that this is not an adequate or safe provision for young children. A safe, shallow pool such as found
in Chesham or in the new St Albans development is far more important than a splash park area.

4) The loss of a lovely large Library is also seen on the plans. I have to seriously question why it is felt that positioning a Library in a busy foyer of a leisure centre seems like a positive proposal?! It
would be far better to locate it in a quiet area of the development away from the loud hub of the entrance.

All in all, I understand the need to develop an outdated leisure centre. However, I feel the current proposals do not address the needs of the local demographic. With the majority of residents being 
young families (who will loose their main town play area and children's pool) and elderly residents (who will loose the lovely library, meeting spaces and who are hardly going to use a climbing wall 
and large diving pool), I question as to why the developers feel the need for such facilities. 
But most importantly I STRONGLY DISAGREE with the current plans to move the location of the leisure centre. I strongly believe that the current leisure centre be demolished with current users 
being able to make easy of use the facilities in Chesham. The brownfield site left, along with the current parking area should then be redeveloped for the new "Lifestyle Centre!". This would then 
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protect our beloved King George V playing field which is far more important to Amersham residents than a new leisure centre! It would also stop housing developers from sneaking in onto a 
protected, covenant land. The sneaky, underhand 'land swap' that occurred earlier in the development process completely mislead residents. The area of land on Woodside Close which has 
now been swapped to supposedly 'protect' it, would never have passed planning permission if developers ever proposed to build on it. So the land swap in pointless. It was simply a sneaky way 
of allowing development on the playing fields which are protected by the covenant. As such, this 'swap' should be overturned and the land of King George V fiercely protected from building and 
development.  

136 A good facility for children of all ages. The Wycombe pool is nice but only for very small children or for lengths. A leisure pool similar to what Windsor has to offer would be fantastic. 

137 I have seen the plans and it should be a great facility for the local area. 

138 However, disabled parking needs to be available inc. during building (some people cannot walk far but do not have a blue badge!) 

Also, door to community area must be secure (not open or automatic) to prevent children 'escaping'! 

139 Parking is insufficient 

The drop off point needs to be closer to the entrance 

Lots of children - very young 2-5 years - in the community centre - politics, ballet classes (younger siblings waiting for big sister) receptions, track (sic) party - with an open access and automatic 
doors out of the building they can be off and away in the blink of an eye. 

'Green' space around barns/annexes. No. Beer lorries, supplies, caterers etc all need to draw up close and less able access is also compromised. Vehicles will drive over it - sad but true. 

Serious concerns over materials and vehicles connected to the build and just where they will store staff and park and deliver and remove spoil etc. answers were not adequate. 

140 We need a modern up to date centre for all family needs. Particularly with a wide range of sport options. 

141 Looks excellent 

142 As renters of office and storage space (Talkback UK Ltd) charity no: 1093732 we would like more information on the provision for us. 

IT infrastructure would be very important to consider for a new, modern build. 

Good to see parking has been considered. We currently have parking permits and 3 allocated 'private spaces'.  
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Meeting rooms and office spaces would need to be protected from the noise naturally generated by sports and large groups sessions. 

Will the 'old' buildings still be available for casual rent? Currently rent all the meeting spaces on a casual basis for both meetings and events for our members. 

143 As CEO of Talkback we would like to offer our help to ensure the building is set up for all groups of vulnerable people. 

We fully support the proposal and know it will bring positive benefits to the community. 

144 I am in favour of this as long as it is affordable for everyone and not just people who earn way above the average wage. It has to also be very accessible to all and clean. The leisure centre already in 
place is not clean, accessible or cheap enough for all. This town is unfortunately growning but this leisure centre should not impact on greenbelt land or impede on the local residents way of life, 
therefore if it does greatly then it should not be built 

145 The parking provided is still inadequate. 

There may not be a continuation of the free 30 minute parking currently available at the library. 

The 'extra' parking in the council car park already exists and is a 'red herring' 

The external facade looks like a retail park warehouse and is not appropriate for this historic town. 

146 We belong to the dance club which dances on a Friday evening on the beautiful wood block floor. We hope that the new hall will have a wood floor suitable for ballroom/ballet dancing. 

147 We belong to National Trust and sequence dancing evenings - will the car parking be close to the Drake Hall replacement so that members will have only a few steps to come from car to front door? 

Also in dark evenings will there be lighting? 

Also dancing in any form will need a wooden floor like the present one. 

148 You are lucky to have the space to play with. 

149 Still don't like flat roofs - can you redesign the frontline (sic)? 

150 Anything that enhances an area always welcome. 

Best wishes 
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151 In principle subject to comments which will follow after discussion with Club 

Committee members. Chesham Sub Aqua 

152 I am pleased that there will be a new pool complex. The time has come for a renewal. 

153 Bring it on! 

Can't wait to use it. Will gym be pay as you go? ditto use of pool, spa will 'the street' be dog-friendly? e.g. for runners and outdoor facilities. I remember the excitement when the pool was opened in 
the '60s. I hope the new facility is well received. 

154 Concerned that the Community Centre will lose space vs the current space it has with the existing community centre 

155 Hope it is finished on time. 

156 Yes, in support in general. 
Concerned about some of the use of the indoor space in Drake Hall e.g. access to kitchen. 

Also, hope that the projection facilities are improved, so that there are no trailing wires. 

Also the acoustics and audio facilities are very poor, and need to be improved. 

157 I think it is a big mistake to replace three pools with one, removing the flumes and leisure pool. 
This seems to be removing an amenity from the area. The leisure pool is very popular and is a way to encourage children and less confident swimmers to enjoy the water. They can then be 
persuaded to do some swimming in the main pool. There will be a lot less enthusiasm for swimming if ploughing up and down a rectangular pool is all that is on offer. 
The leisure pool in Aylesbury has people queuing out of the door (I have never been in as the queues are so long). Amersham pool is also often full at peak times. I suggest that this sends a clear 
message about the popularity of this facility and I do not know why you would choose to remove it.  
It will be one less thing to do in Amersham, which has limited family entertainment facilities within the town itself, especially an all-weather facility that appeals to all ages. 
Please re-consider including a leisure pool. 

158 Great! 

159 It looks as if you have addressed the main concerns. 

160 But why no flumes going forward? They are a real asset. Please, please keep the library going too - it definitely needs to be rehoused nearby whilst the building work is carried out. 

161 It's far too big for this location, and should be on an out of town site. 

162 We need a centre which is reasonably priced & suitable for all. It should include various fitness classes, pool & gym. Only employ staff who are experienced in offering fitness advice including healthy 
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eating: a lot of places only have staff running the centre but have no experience at all.  
There is no point building a new centre if it’s o let going to offer old dated offers. 

163 While I appreciate the benefits of more modern facilities I have two serious reservations: 
1. I don’t believe there will be sufficient parking spaces in the new arrangement and
2. I’m concerned that higher rents will increase the cost of pre existing classes
Also I’m not sure where the new classes will be held and whether eg the fitness and Pilates classes will be on an accessible level for the more infirm.

164 For an affluent area like Amersham, we are in DIRE need of a decent leisure centre. I really, really struggle to find something suitable, having given up on tired Better and now pay ridiculous studio 
prices at Melissa Scott's. I hope that the High Wycombe Handy Cross centre will be similar to what is planned (the David Lloyd in Wooburn Green even better). I have seriously considered moving 
out of the area because of this local shortfall and am STRONGLY in support of this move. 

165 I am in full support of these proposals, Amersham needs to replace the old building with a state-of-the-art leasure centre. 

166 Haven't seen the proposals, although Next Door is a good place to advertise them! 

167 We Amersham residents with 5 yr old boys, and we take them to High Wycombe instead of the current facility. The plans look fantastic and will definitely be a facility residents will use and proud of. 

Can you get it done before 2021? 

168 Not certain about all the details, but am favour of it theoretically. 

169 We lose too much of the KGV field in these plans. 
The community gains nothing from the land swap with Woodside Close and this is a red herring. 
If the council are so confident about the financial benefit of the new facility, they should be able to build it on the footprint of the existing facility. 
Many elements of the proposed new facility are unacceptable: 
- the children's playground next to the car park is unsafe
- the community centre is too small
- having the nursery on the 2nd floor is nonsensical and will create mayhem at peak access times

170 Plans do not provide adequate resources and will take away too much of the King George V field. Amenities offered are badly thought out 

171 Love it! Shame 2021 seems so far away. Wish it was sooner. 

172 Subject to my comments below: 

I think this is an excellent idea to update the existing swimming pool and facilities need replacing.  

Contractors should not be allowed to use the Community Centre car park, the swimming pool car park or the library car park during the construction period. 
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Much more car parking space is required for a much larger leisure centre with a larger work force and more clients. 200 car parking spaces only replace the existing spaces, and are not enough for 
current needs. (U3A members often go home having failed to find a space for their class or activity). The 70 extra spaces are not extra spaces are no different from the present situation and they 
have been available at weekends and in the evening for a very long time. 

The leisure facilities are being increased in size by approximately 25%. The Community Centre should be increased in size to cope with the increase in population.  

The larger leisure centre will need more staff and users, so the car park should be at least 25% bigger too. There has been a huge problem with car parking over the last 3 to 4 years. 

The existing leisure centre should be used for extra car parking possibly over more than one storey and land left over should be returned to the KGV playing field as recreational outdoor space. 

The restrictive Covenant on the site should apply to the existing leisure centre when it is demolished. 

173 I might be unpopular saying this as a resident living close to the existing centre but I am in full support of the plans. The current site is looking old and run down, particularly the library, Drake Hall and 
Barns. Wycombe has a great library and new leisure centre and I look forward to seeing new facilities available locally. I'm sad to see the flumes will be going. They have missed a trick as no other 
centre locally has flumes and they could have offered something different like a water park facility. As a parent I'd pay more to use the facilities, especially in half-term. At the moment our centres are 
not offering enough activities in the holidays. If so, they aren't publicised enough by GLL. 

174 Highest level of money is always spent in Amersham even though Chesham is bigger, spend it there for a change! 👍 

175 It is very important that the council continues to support residents in having an active lifestyle. That means having up to date facilities and the new building is integral to this. 

176 How is it going to be paid for 

177 I am for new the centre, it looks great but until the undisclosed development on the site plan is confirmed I object to the plans. I am also concerned about the security of the area after a lot of ASB and 
stabbings in the past year - how will the field and centre be made safe for all families to use. 

178 I don’t know what the plans are. I am not an Amersham resident and hardly ever use the community centre or leisure facilities. 

179 I think it reflects the needs of the local community and modern life well 

180 Still not reassured about the loss of green space. The land swap is not equivalent given that Woodside Close is already a protected green space and not big enough to replace King George V park. 
This is dishonest by the council and this concern needs to be addressed properly, not by trying to fob us off 

181 Amersham desperately needs its leisure centre and community facilities updating to modern, fit for purposes specifications and this project promises to deliver that. As family users of the leisure 
centre and park this is just what's needed. 

182 V sorry there is no plan for slides, people will have to travel v far for slides as a result. 
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183 Mum concern is that the swimming pool does not appear to have a learners pool for toddlers. Those 2 and 3 year olds whose parents want to swim with their children rather than the splash pad. 

184 It is too big, taking over a significant proportion of King George V playing field. It focusses on paid-for activities at the expense of the library and the play areas. The political chicanery around getting it 
passed is disgraceful - Linfield Nursery were designing their space with agreements made about facilities while local residents were being told it was only an exploratory survey. And finally, Councillor 
Mike Stannard's attempt to overturn the restrictive covenant on the existing swimming pool site, in order to build housing (publically stated as his preferred option) are surely illegal? 

185 The new facilities would help develop the swimming and diving club 

186 I would like to see a more interactive children's pool area with slides. 

187 I really like the proposed plans. The mix of facilities would make it a valuable asset to the wider community too. 

188 Great idea, will be a huge improvement on the ugly existing building.  

Real shame about the new centre not having flumes but if it's a case of a new centre with no flumes or no leisure centre at all then it's a no brainer. 

189 I may be unpopular in saying this but as a local resident I am in full support of this proposal.  

I think the new centre will provide more facilities that are currently on offer. I think there is a bit of confusion with the whole land swap situation that could have possibly be explained a bit better to 
residents but overall I like the look of what is on offer. It will be a great Hub for the whole community.  

It is a shame about the slides going as there is no other centre locally that provides water slides. Amersham would have offered something different. People in neighbouring towns come just to use 
the slides during half-term and at the weekend. This would have been a great income generation for the centre (hopefully they will consider this as part of the planning process stage). Unfortunately 
the centre doesn't have much going for it with regards to targeting a teen audience for swimming. I only ever used the leisure pool back in my teen days. A splash pad isn't really a great selling point 
for kids who are secondary school age. With the Youth Clubs potentially going there will be a lack of activities.  

That being said, this won't sway my support of the centre being built and I look forward to it opening its doors to the public. 

190 No youth provision has been set aside within the building. It's all very well saying communal areas could be used but experience shows that this will not work and they will not be able to afford to use 
the other facilities within the building. A purpose built, popular youth centre is being knocked down to facilitate this build, however doesn't appear to be being replaced. 

191 Too much wasted space. No flumes in the pool area so not much fun for kids. No space for youth. Library open onto walkways is ridiculous. Who designs these places! 

192 I am not happy with provision under access legislation for deaf and hard of hearing people who, when I attended at the 29 August meeting, did not get a mention. I would be particularly concerned to 
know that wifi systems in the lecture hall or other meeting rooms would support technologies benefiting deaf and hard of hearing people. 

193 It doesn't provide a youth space and it's a fairly boring concrete box that takes up half the park. The land swap is a nonsense so we lose green space for a building that will date quickly and doesn't 
provide the facilities the community is looking for or has now. 
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194 There is no doubt that an upgrade is required, but I am not in impressed or excited by the proposed design which looks very poor, unimaginative and dissapointing.  

The best thing about the current swimming pool is the water flumes and the lovely shallow children's area with little slide for toddlers. Please don't lose the best part of the pool and turn it into a lanes 
pool. Amersham is a family area and the swimming pool needs to reflect the demographic and appeal to those families (small children all the way up to teenagers). It needs to be fun! I would much 
rather have a lovely kids area in the swimming pool than a soft play. 

A large town like Amersham needs a modern library. You can't get rid of a large, well-used library and replace it with a book-swapping shelf.  

Great to have squash courts and pleased to see the climbing walls remaining in the design. 

Please go back to the drawing board and get some better designers and architects on board to maximise the potential of this fantastic opportunity to update the facilities for Amersham. If you get it 
right, it will be hugely popular and bring the community together.  

195 Slides in the pool would be a good attraction for younger people. 

196 There needs to be adequate space for the teenagers, a youth centre. The pool slides are a huge attraction, they need to stay. Various pools, deep, diving, shallow. No large restaurants or cafes. 

197 My granddaughter is 7 she saw Tom Daley and was impaired to try diving. Please inspire future generations by providing excellent diving facilities for future young divers. 

198 The leisure centre is so important for the community. The diving club is an excellent place for children to burn energy and learn new skills 

199 I'm very concerned about losing precious green space in the king George field. The land swap in no way makes up for this. 

I'm also concerned as there is not enough detail about the interim provision of facilities such as the playground. Or how the playground will be in the new complex.  

200 I think this is an exciting opportunity for Amersham, and a state-of-the-art sports and leisure building is much needed. 
The elevations do need to be more architecturally interesting - the heights are not varied enough, and the large expanses of materials are not very imaginatively detailed/broken down visually. 

201 So looking forward to the library! 

202 but don't like the facilities which would attract older or very young being build on second floor of hall (in case of fire) 
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203 Wish all the green space is kept absolutely untouched 

204 I['m coming from Waltham Forest and our Better Sport Centre is amazing and just what we needed. We are moving to Amersham and this is much needed as everything is dated in this area and not 
reflective of what is needed for the families who live here 

205 As long as the fitness classes continue during construction 

206 Loss of leisure pool. My grandchildren love the slides. People come from miles for these 

207 As long as the existing centre remains open until the new one is finished 

208 We'd love to keep the slides 

209 I've had customers complain that there are not going to be any slides coming with the new build. but on the other hand they are happy we are getting a new leisure centre 

210 Like the facilities proposed 

211 Please keep pool open whilst build new one 

212 To help develop Chesham LC 

213 But don't neglect Chesham LC 

214 This looks great but make sure that once it's build you don't decide to run down the Chesham centre and get rid of it 

215 New centre looks great 

216 Please do this as old centre looks sad 

217 Looking forward to this 

218 Old centre very old 

219 Very old centre in a sorry state 

220 I am concerned that the car park capacity is too small. If the lifestyle centre is needed to be 25% bigger to meet the demands of a larger population then logic suggests that the car parking area also 
needs to be 25% bigger. The claimed additional evening and weekend spaces is no different from at present.  

The empty space left when the existing pool is demolished should be reserved strictly for future expansion of the lifestyle centre. If it is immediately needed for that purpose it should be left as green 
space enlarging the KGV playing field. It should not be used for housing 
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221 Looks good. 
Would really like to see a facility that could be used by the Community for say 12 hours a day e.g. 9pm to 9pm. This should be an all weather surface, with lighting which could be used for football, 
athletics etc and be available to clubs / schools / businesses etc at a sensitive cost. 
Trevor Davies Chairman Chiltern Harriers 

222 Hopefully it will give everyone in the local area a boost to get back into fitness 

223 A wonderful opportunity to provide modern community sports facilities that would be unlikely to effect the draw of other facilities at other nearby centres (e.g. Wycombe Handy X). 

The focus of attraction to make the centre financially viable in the long term must be convenient low cost for children (in and out of school) so that as the grow older the new lifestyle centre becomes 
part of their life. 

Good luck to all involved, make it happen. 

224 Although I don’t live in Amersham and don’t have much information on this 

225 I would prefer single sex changing rooms in the pool side changing rooms. On the plan it looks they are communal changing rooms. 

226 Under the condition that current swimming lessons and library usage is not disrupted for more than a few days. 

227 A fantastic centre 

228 Currently the leisure pool is great for young children and their families. While I can appreciate the flumes may be uneconomical, the leisure pool itself is always busy on a Saturday morning, and is 
also a good way for children to practice their swimming in a relaxed setting after their lessons. 

It would be good if the new centre could have a well-maintained family/ leisure pool, i.e. with a small slide for toddlers a variety of depths, fountains etc. - it doesn't necessarily need flumes if these are 
expensive to run. Little information about the splash pad has been given but it does not seem it will be much use while the teaching/ diving pool is being used for lessons, which in a place like 
Amersham must be most of the time outside of school hours. 

Soft play is fine but there are several other facilities like this nearby, and its not really a family activity in the same way as visiting a leisure pool is. 

229 the idea is great but the comments that the facility is for 50 years but with no expansion of the existing pool is stupid. Surely the population growth over this period will mean the swimming facility 
requirements will increase. 
Second point on the pool area. the spectator area is at the pool side. having the entrance and the viewing area at pool side does not work it will make it feel cluttered and increases noise and mess 
on poolside. a high viewing area is much better for viewing as you can actually see the whole pool. 
why not extend the pool to 50m into the dive area. you could then split the pool to two 25 metres so facilitate diving and swim lessons but still have the 50m pool available for competitive swimming 
the gym, replacement to the climb and community areas look great. 
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230 There needs to be more - specific - information about the overall finish, as well as an accurate proposal for the usage of the site of the existing building, before a full decision can be made. Also, I am 
dissatisfied about how the library, which is currently a pleasant environment, is going to lose that sense of openness, both within and in relation to the green space outside. 

231 We have already given views about the overdevelopment of this site. Particularly the meaningless land swap and the indication that it is just not 'moving the jigsaw pieces around' as you have 
retained parts and plan to redevelop the old pool site where before you suggested this was not the case.  
This will substantially increase the build footprint on the KGV field and irrecoverably change the character of this part of Amersham. I understand the majority would vote yes for this as for most 
people the site has no impact personally and who wouldn't want a nice new facility? However that may come to be regretted as I'm also not convinced it's a 'like for like' facility and is a compromise 
which for some users may come to light when it is too late. 
Also the manner this has been handled has not endeared me to the political process either and the final recourse we have to express any opinion on that is of course at the next election. You have 
lost our support in that respect as well. 
That is why I cannot support this proposal. 

232 The current centre is showing its age be good to have a nice swimming pool for us residents 

233 Really interested in the diving area and dryland space. 

234 Please can the new centre be more accessible to the public without having memberships, deposits etc compulsory for certain activities as is the case with the current Better Leisure facilities? 

235 The current facility is in desperate need of rebuilding. Definitely required 

236 My answer would change to "yes" if the climbing facility was equivalent to, or an improvement on current provision. 

Specifically there is very little provision for lead climbing. The current facility has around 50 routes set at any one time, this will have less than a third of that. 

Climbing is the fastest growing sport in the UK and has now been selected as an olympic sport for Tokyo. Participants normally learn indoors and then continue to train indoors when they have 
developed into climbing outside. They also often start by bouldering but progress to lead climbing. 

The current proposals don't provide the scale and variety of leading routes required to make this a worthwhile training venue - it will be a "token" wall not used by regular climbers (a group of friends 
and I have been coming weekly for well over a decade now). 

You have acknowledged the issue on p.2 of your business plan update (p.33 of this link) 
https://isa.chiltern.gov.uk/democracy/documents/b11443/Supplementary%20agenda%201%20Redevelopment%20of%20Chiltern%20Pools%20and%20adjacent%20community%20facilities%2020th-
Jun-.pdf?T=9 

I would suggest you engage with the British Mountaineering Council (aka "Climb Britain") for further advice, but the current provision is pretty much the smallest size for a credible and useful facility - 
i.e. 10+ lead panels with a good variety of angles and shapes.
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237 I will like a state of art modern facility times are changing if we don't upgrade we will be extinguished. 

238 I'm very much in favour of the larger pool and gym facilities 

239 At least one member of my family uses Amersham Swimming Pool on a daily basis. This is a desperately needed upgrade!! 

240 What a fantastic project - how life is changing for all of us living in Amersham 

241 Proper accessible equipment and space for disabled / wheelchair users/sight and hearing problems 

242 Loss of green space at front 

243 Should have a bar/licence premises so can have a theatre element. 
Should have cinema facility 
Art / display facility 

244 In the library can glass door be used to separate it from the street to create a quieter environment 

245 What's going to happen to the old area? 
How old is the play park going to accommodate for children? 
Split playgrounds - I have 2 children of different ages. Can't be in 2 places at once. 
What will the soft play age go up to? 

246 Can't come soon enough! The current centre is really grotty now. 

247 In favour, provided adequate screening and foliage - i.e. bushes - line the street to absorb any pollution. Either evergreens or hedges would be best as these would have foliage all year round. 

248 I do not see a particular need to replace the existing adequate facilities at a time when funds a re short. The costs of the scheme will inevitably result in higher charges for users and , despite 
assurances, additional charges for taxpayers. 

249 New facility's are greatly needed in Amersham. 

250 yes I fully agree it would be an excellent facility. 

251 Would like to see a dedicated number of parking spaces for those attending fitness classes, especially during school holidays when it becomes difficult to get into class on time. 

252 Absolutely! 100% necessary to upgrade the 90’s facilities we have now. 

253 Please make sure that there's something / somewhere for the youngsters / teenagers to go and do 
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254 It's a yes from me. 

255 Don't know enough about why its being redeveloped 
have not had time to read up on this 

256 Existing unit is beyond repair and outmoded. Urgently needs redevelopment. 

257 This will be a much needed replacement for Chiltern Pools and will be a great asset to the local community. 

258 Broadly yes, but I'm disappointed by the loss of flumes, and think that adding other water facilities like a 'lazy river', bubble jets, etc would have made this more of a 'destination' and brought business 
to the Amersham area. 

I think that the Council should have a customer service 'hub' within the facility, and a purposely-designed emergency control center (with multiple power points, phone line, etc.) should be 
incorporated. 

259 It is much needed in Amersham and fully support the proposal 

260 I feel i have to say 'I don't know' because I do not have the information relating to the existing facilities or the proposed new ones on which to make a logical decision. When I cam to live in Amersham 
in 1968, as I recollect, all there was the swimming pool, over 12ft deep at the deep end, with three diving boards and viewing seating. Since then, though I do not recall the dates, these diving boards 
have been removed and the pool made shallower at the deep end and a separate diving pool, again with viewing seating and facilities to convert to a learning pool constructed. Also a fun pool for 
children complete with flumes, a climbing wall and exercise room added on this site, together with the Drake Hall, exercise facilities for children and adults and improvement to the library and youth 
facilities and update changing facilities in the swimming pool have all been forthcoming. 

I have heard it said that the existing facilities are becoming too expensive to maintain and operate. Whether this is true or not I do not know, but if so it reflects badly on CDC specifications and 
decisions in the past - my bungalow was built in 1965 and I moved in 1968 - so far as I am aware it is structurally as good as when it was built.  

Surely the financial implications of proceeding with the current proposals or retaining the existing facilities should be widely circulated before any decisions are made. I may fancy owning a Rolls 
Royce, but I know I can't afford one. 

261 Love the new ideas - the facility need revamping and it will benefit my daughter and hopefully her children in the future. It will also enable her to have a healthy lifestyle. 

262 

263 Please ensure the library is adequately stocked for all ages. 

264 Yes a very exciting project and look forward to using it in the future 

265 Absolutely. The centre is completely outdated and I think an amalgamation of services into one centre for the community is a great investment in the future. 
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266 The site is old and probably inefficient to run and maintain. The changing rooms for the gym are far to small. Look forward to a shiny new centre. 

267 Current building is beyond its current lifespan and will only cost more to maintain it. 

Plus a new building could be run more efficiently. 

268 It has been needed for a long time 

269 I have said no based on the size of the development, the consumption on limited green space within the centre of town and the dreadful new car park that is being built in Amersham. I am in favour of 
progress but Amersham is being over developed and other areas within CDC should be considered. You seem to give planning permission to anything and everything regardless of how it will look 
and its impact. 

270 There is too much emphasis on gym and equipment provision and not enough for more community based activities including pilates, yoga,clubs and groups. There is very little space locally for these 
activities which means that groups are oversubscribed with long waiting lists. I have no objection as such to the new development but feel that it should include more space and facilities for these 
activities than it does, and than there is now. 

271 I don’t agree with the land swap. It is not a fair swap. They would never get planning to build on the green. 

272 YES! We desperately need new facilities in Amersham. 

273 I would prefer to keep the green space. I like the mid century buildings such as the library- the character of the town will be very changed with the construction of this enormous building. Judging by 
the ugly multi storey car park this will not be an asset to the appearance of the town 

274 I think it covers the areas the community needs. I hope to see a hotel , with fine dining, in the proposed remaining space 

275 Enhanced facilities in Amersham are much needed. Bringing all aspects together, such as the library, is sound. Maintaining access to existing gym (and library) facilities during construction is though 
essential. 

276 Anything that encourages wellbeing and improves lifestyles for the local community is a good thing 

277 My yes is on the proviso that you do proper public consultation on what goes into the site. I haven’t seen any comments in the public forum that are happy with the swimming pool offer for children 
and I’m not clear whether the parking is going to increase to deal with the extra demand. 

278 I find it very hard to believe that a complete rebuild is going to be less expensive than refurbishing what is already there. It seems very creative accounting. 

279 Please make sure there is something for children that is fun in the pool. Wycombe pool isn’t very good or very warm for them. Everyone travels miles to go to other pools such as Aylesbury vale and 
coral reef so the kids can have fun 

280 Although I don't live in the area I can see this new lesiure facility would be a great asset in the town. It would also provide a great meeting area for people who work in the town also. 
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281 Additions - Fun slides / fun area for swimming pool. 
Theatre space - can this be developed with not just a facility for rehearsal but also for performance, with a bar and flexible spaces where cinema screenings and multi-media activities can take place - 
editing and sound recording booths. 

282 great plans 

283 Is that a cannabis leaf? 

284 the proposed building looks great and will provide more facility space as long as parking space is adequately allowed for the amount of local people who would be using the new building 

285 Not heard anything since 2016-17. Many locals main concern was regarding what would be built on the old site. Has anything been decided/ruled out yet? 

286 Can't wait for the new climbing wall! 

287 I'd be especially excited for a new climbing wall. 

288 Only if you put water slides in! 

289 We desperately need a decent pool, gym and community centre in Amersham, the sooner the better 

290 I will not be in support until they guarantee that a new climbing centre will be opened with it - that is at least as good as the one they are demolishing. Not just bouldering, but lead climbing as well. 
There needs to be at least the amount of walls and lead lines as there are at the moment or they will lose a lot of monthly paid memberships. 

291 
On my frequent visits to Chiltern Lifestyle centers climbing wall , i find the staff very friendly and support both adults / children , look forward to a new and challenging climbing facility, 

292 It’s really important that the new centre has a good climbing wall. 

293 What is the business case for this? What will it cost us as residents? So little information provided. This is not a true accurate survey 

294 Can't wait 

295 Strongly support the redevelopment of the site to improve services for local community and others 

296 Think it is a fabulous concept and a wonderful benefit to the community today and in the future 

297 Can't wait to see the new one 

298 Think it will benefit the local community on many levels. It should end up bringing money/business into Amersham. The population of Amersham deserve a high quality amenity 

299 Big climbing wall 
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300 Yes, can't wait for the new climbing wall 

301 Make sure you listen to the climbers for the new climbing wall 

302 Bigger and more climbing facilities 

303 Larger climbing facilities please 

304 As long as there is an awesome climbing wall, its all good. Make sure it's not as poor as Handy Cross 

305 Please do 

306 Love it! 

307 The existing pool is well past it's sell by date and needs knocking down and rebuilding. Housing all the amenities in one place is an excellent idea. Not too sure that multisex changing room are a 
good idea though. Would prefer more privacy 

308 Definitely do not approve of using my tax money on this project 

309 I believe this is an over-development of the site, does not give enough attention to such developments as the library or car parking requirements and makes no mention of the housing developments 
required to pay for it at all 

310 If the new Drake Hall is going to be used as a theatre space it would be good to have some sort of alcohol licence. Also a big screen so it can double as a cinema. 

311 This sounds an excellent proposal and would also draw regular users from Beaconsfield etc. 

312 A smarter swimming pool and gym will be fantastic for Amersham residents. It is a nuisance having to drive to pools/gyms in neighbouring towns especially when you work full time in London and 
don't have a lot of time in the evenings. I will certainly use it! 

313 Its imperative to combat obesity and diabetes and improve general well-being (exercise has positive impact on mental health too). Lifestyle centres are very important to assist with this, particularly in 
a country where outdoor exercise is not easy when there are adverse weather conditions. 

314 There is no mention of toilet facilities in the Community Area - as there will be at times 200/300 people in this part of the centre surely it it imperative to have an adequate number of toilets with 
sufficient disabled facilities. 

315 In the proposal, swimming provision is greatly reduced with no leisure pool. What currently works well is that adults and lane swimmers can use the main pool while children and families can enjoy 
the leisure pool. This will be lost. Will there be enough alternative facilities for children and families to compensate for this? 

316 Process and contents look well thought out. 
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I am concerned about provision of storage within the development  
and increased walking distance from the entrance to community areas especially for less mobile attenders for lunch etc (unless there is another entrance that vehicles could drop people at adjacent 
to the community areas). 
Is there good noise separation for adjacent areas like softplay/swimming/library/community areas? 
Is there continuing study provision within the library - well used especially near exam time for pupils without such space at home? 

317 And about time too! Really like the idea of a spa in the new building. 

318 It’s a devastating loss to the community that the swimming pool will lose its ‘fun element’, ie, there will be no slides. 

319 There is no where for kids and toddlers to swim. This is the only thing that makes it different to all the other pools nearby. Soft play is great but limited in age range and available elsewhere, bring 
back the slides and fun pool to inspire kids to get fit. If you say it's too expensive you haven't seen how busy windsor amd maidenhead are at the weekends. 

320 Council is in debt and cannot afford it 

321 Outrageous to waste public money on these vanity projects. 

322 Where can we view the proposals? A link would be helpful. 

323 Supportive but squash courts?? Do many people play squash these days? 

324 I am assuming there will be a contract bid for the new centre? When does this start? 

325 It looks amazing and most elements seem to be well thought out and put together. BIG shortcoming though is the lack of slides in the pool area. WHY on earth would you want to leave these out? 
Have you observed how much they are being used and loved? 

326 I am only concerned that taking the leisure pool slides etc. away and not replacing will not encourage 10+ children to the pool. 

327 Yes please! Quick as you can. 

328 The current facilities are in need of updating and improving. Our family use the pool and library (pool 11 hours + per week) and library several times each week and the current provision is poor. 
Improvements will make a huge difference to us and the wider community not only in participants facilities but also for spectators at the pool enabling the centre to become a really important hub for 
the community. 

329 Very much needed. 

330 Brilliant news, it would be nice to have a lovely coffee bar, better gallery area 

331 Only if you keep the baby slides - Hugo aged 18 months 
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332 Climbing wall needs to be bigger, better, faster, stronger 

333 Would love the climbing centre to grow. As the Chair of climbing society at Bucks New Uni we find the climb invaluable! A larger selection of walls, bowldering and training areas we could bring more 
people along weekly! 

334 If you keep the water slides! 

335 A running facility around the field would be a low cost/low impact addition but would benefit a huge number of people in the area. 

336 Long overdue! 

337 I am broadly in favour and happy to have new facilities in Amersham. However, I do have concerns about facilities for children as there will be no leisure pool - only a main pool and teaching pool. I 
think there should also be a leisure pool (like the Handy Cross Centre for example) where parents can take their younger children to learn to swim and have fun. 

338 Yes, can’t wait for it to be built! 

339 No if it's on Rectory Meadow in the old town. Yes if it's top Amersham 

340 Much needed improvement to local community. 

341 My son climbs there, his comment to the video is that the climbing area also needs ‘overhangs’ 

342 There seems to be lots of wasted space. Not sure what it is going to achieve, there does not seem to be anything extra to what is already there. The cafe is a great idea though, especially when 
waiting around for children. 

343 I'm not aware of your plans. Would have been helpful to have had a link to summary on this survey too. 

344 There are a lot more things that need sorting out first. 

345 If the new pool designs don't have flumes/water slides I think some serious thinking/consulting should be made before going ahead as to how else you will attract visitors, this otherwise would be a 
total waste of money!!!!! This is what Amersham Pool has always been known for and despite the poor state of the current facilities, it's the only reason it has currently remained open!! Families 
(especially with 8 - teens) would travel to elsewhere for more variety of facilities rather than just using a basic pool. 

346 Essential for Amersham, especially given increase in population and to address obesity crisis in uk 

347 Progress for now and future generations. We must move forward and develop new facilities if we are to better serve the community. 

348 Be great for all the young children in the area and keep Amersham fit and healthy 

349 Great to have squash courts and soft play added as local facility. 
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Questions:  
will the sports hall pictured with badminton also support netball, given it's such a key sorry for encouraging women to return to getting physically active?  
Will the swimming pool also feature a baby heated pool? 
Will the new location be supported by local bus routes and sufficient parking? 

350 Can we have aqua fit classes on various weekdays during the day, a class each day would be nice at staggered times, there are never enough of these for the amount of people that want them. Most 
pools only seem to have one or two a week which isn’t enough. I know of plenty of people who would make good use of this facility. 

351 This will be incredible! 

Can’t wait to see it! 

352 Stop wasting time and money......make the decision to build. Take ack control. #BREXIT 

353 Simply too big and a loss of green space 

354 It looks good. But I think there is a definite need to cater for babies/ toddlers swimming/ slashing about. A hydrotherapy/ UV pool with warmer temperatures and less chlorine. Public facilities in 
immediate vincinity are lacking in this regard. 

355 More parking needed. 

356 We are looking forward for it 

357 You need to keep the water slides that’s one of the best parts of going swimming. 

358 I am supportive of a new facility but removing the (very well used) leisure area of the pool, with slides, shallower elements etc, would be a huge step backwards for the area 

359 Get on with it. 

360 Plan is not respecting the king George field. Reuse the space where the existing pool is. Locals can travel to chesham or st Peter to swim 

361 Definitely required. 

362 Waste of money! Use the money to fix our roads and use it towards the community! Build on previous site. Don’t need any more houses in Amersham as none are even affordable for myself as I’m 
27 and can not afford to live in Amersham! We need to keep the Green Belt and sort out the parking! Don’t want to loose the buildings that are already in the area such as library etc as it seems to of 
been taken out of the newer plans! 

363 We want slides and community centres, no need to waste money on new projects when you can fund projects that already exist 

364 Pool needs slides! 
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365 Yes, would be nice to have an upgrade on the existing one and would definitely get a lot of use from the local community. 

366 It’s a good idea but my concern is about having adequate services in Chesham. I would be more supportive to know how this leisure centre would be work for residents of Chesham 

367 Why no slides for the children?? That's the only reason most families use the amersham pool. 

368 This is just what the expanding Amersham community needs. 

369 There does not appear to be much added value to the new facilities. The original pool may be 50 years old but this facility has been updated since then. With budgets in local authorities being so 
tight, this would seem to me to be an extravagance which will only benefit a small proportion of the local community. 

370 Much needed development 

371 I think this is very important. Sometimes we have to go to far as High Wycombe leisure center for things.  
Please, Please proceed this, I'm fully support this. 

372 Absolutely needed 

373 It would be better to still have flumes in the pool, as people come from far away to visit our fantastic pool. 

374 It would be nice to have an automated library system where we can checkout the library books using self checkout system. And if possible more books in the library. 

Chiltern pools and gym are both quite small. The pool doesnt have a learning pool for swimming for adults swimming. The gym is small and has only few equipment and can only accomodate one 
class at a time in its studio. 

375 Great for people living in Amersham  

376 it will be awesome to have something like that close by.... 

377 Much needed. 

378 Will the pool have AOE (touch pads) for use in Galas? Chesham, Amerham and Chalfont swimming clubs would all make use of it. 
It’s a shame there is no pool viewing facility for spectators. 

379 Need new facilities as currently facilities are not clean and old 

380 We have just moved to Amersham and are desperate for a new centre to enjoy family life with our toddler and have the opportunity to exercise locally 
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Given the lack of local and close private gyms this is even more needed and we would prefer to use and support the local councils gym 

381 There aren't enough Leisure facilities in Amersham. Have to go.other towns like Chedham and Around for few things. But roads are busy and it is real pain to drive for each activity. 
It will be really wonderful to have one in Amersham itself 

382 Yes it is required with better facility. 

383 Brilliant addition for community. 

384 Advise to include Steam and sona and more gym facilities.. 
Add more swimming lines.. 

385 It needs to be updated 

386 It would definitely be a great attraction to Amersham and it would be enjoyed by kids and adults alike. The current facilities are just ok and not state of the art. Please go ahead building this. 

387 There is a vibrant young family population in Amersham who would surly make the best of the opportunity that the centre would offer. 

388 Please try to keep the swimming rides for the kids. It is indeed great to have that for the kids locally. 

389 Nice to have badminton courts 

390 Will be a great asset. 

391 As members of the leisure centre there should be free parking as we pay a premium membership annually. 
This must be FREE parking. 

392 Very much needed 

393 Definitely need to upgrade the current facilities which are very tired 

394 We definitely need more social spaces in Amersham. Gym is so small need bigger 
one. Z. YIG 

395 This facility is woefully considered in regard to local air quality, co2 emissions, noise, traffic, congestion, biodiversity, and, for me, above all else, is a great example of a needless development. There 
is a wealth of alternatives that can better promote health, fitness, wellbeing and community cohesion without pouring eye watering amounts of tax payer money into such a development. I see very 
little in this proposal that can be classed as "state of the art" - this is a misleading and manipulative statement which serves to build something for the sake of building. My only wish is that this "public 
consultation" actually served as a means to have a properly considered approach to community planning. My cynical side tells me that this consultation is simply a box ticking exercise, to allow the 
developers to start work.  
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Sent from my iPhone 

396 Plans look excellent. 

397 would love to have this new facility for local residents. 

398 I would support a new leisure centre in the existing footprint with no residential development being sneaked in for developer profit. 

399 From someone who uses the existing facilities, I believe they are quite dated and not as good as other similarly-sized town in Bucks. In my opinion, a new centre is much needed and I would certainly 
use it. 

400 Amersham desperately needs a new leisure and community centre. This place will become the heart of Amersham -great a real buzz and ensure Amersham is a vibrant, active town. Without it, we'll 
be a sleepy, commuter town where nothing happens!! 

401 The cycle parking should be in the "best spot" right in front of the front door to make a statement that is the prefered way of getting there. 

402 Don’t get rid of the existing slides for your new idea, it’s no fun. I spent my entire childhood at that place because of the slides and now your taking it away 

403 It seems a balanced proposal taking account of all groups, both formal and informal. It also retains the heritage buildings whilst removing more recent poor buildings.  
I only ask that these new buildings are built to a higher quality than the previous ones being replaced so soon ( heritage buildings have proved much better value) and are maintained. We don't want 
to replace this new building in a couple of decades 

404 It would be great to have some slides or something for older children to have fun in the water - so they don’t ruin the splash pad for the younger ones. 

405 Great idea 

406 It looks brilliant. The sooner you start the better. 

407 The buildings there are now a bit dated. We do need more facilities for children. 

408 Amersham is definitely missing such a facility. The leisure centre definitely needs improving. 

409 The whole site needs upgrading and modernising. Be great to have a better/larger pool facilities. 

410 Strongly favour these plans. 

411 More town parking. Teenagers more facilities. Indoor cafe/drop-in centre. Internet cafe for teenagers. 

412 I would like to see more facilities for teenagers/children. 
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Free parking - would increase interest in purpose facilities and also increase people shopping in Amersham. 

413 Warm swimming pool with slides. 

414 Need something for future generations! 

415 Plans look great but need more 'grown up' play equipment outside if removing the big slides. The other existing equipment is for under 6s really.  

Also a shame not to replace the water slides. There are local swimming pools but not anything else nearby with more to offer. Families enjoy slides as well as swimming. 

416 The new leisure centre looks brilliant!  

Fully supportive. 

417 A gym with a creche like the Chesham Leisure Centre would be brilliant. Cafe with a play area built in. Sauna and steam room +/ jacuzzi alongside the pool please. 

418 The existing centre is looking shabby and needs replacing. This could be a real hub for the community in Amersham. I have 3 children and we would make use of it regularly. 

419 I am very supportive - the pool is old and in need of replacement - please go ahead 

420 Reuse the existing site. Do not take away the valuable green space 

421 would like to have the playground larger with better play facilities for older children. 

422 Long overdue. The existing facility should be an embarrassment to the Council. 

423 Whilst we definitely need new facilities the cost in terms of the loss of the play area for the duration of the project and land swap is not acceptable. 

424 The current is no longer fit for purpose so I use Berkhampsted facilities which is not helping my carbon footprint 

425 Can’t wait. 

426 Am a fan of new pool, climbing and other recreational facilities which will enhance and improve the fabric of Amersham 

427 In favour of a new centre but don't like some aspects of the current plan, particularly the siting of playground, the land swap and the lack of pedestrian access from the wider town. 

428 As what’s there is awful!! Buildings old and not fit for purpose; swimming pool cold and changing rooms disgusting.  

Only other option is to spend money doing up what’s there so is actually worth going to. At the moment we avoid it!! 
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429 About time! 

430 This will be brilliant for us and our son. 

431 Amersham needs a new leisure facility to help encourage and support people to live a healthy lifestyle 

432 We need this for our future generation - Please! It would be a great thing for our community! 

433 This will be a great idea for Amersham and the surrounding areas, it has my full support. Can;t wait for the building work to start. 

434 I agree this whole area needs redeveloping but have some reservations about the car park area and access for disabled people  

435 I'm in favour of upgrading the facilities...where will everyone park? 

436 Please include a small extra warm pool with hoist facilities in changing area ( see swan pool in Buckingham for a good example of disabled changing facilities) and hoist into and out of pool. A small 
cost but allows access to children with muscle wasting disease who can’t move on land but are free in the water. 

437 Ensure current pool stays open until much needed new one is ready 

438 I'm in full support of a new leisure centre of Amersham. It is much needed and can't come quickly enough. 

439 The Chiltern Pools Leisure complex is an invaluable resource for both young and old in the wider Chiltern community. Updating it is a very useful investment in the cohesion of our community. I 
support the work whole-heartedly. 
Ethan Hall 

440 Very much needed! 

441 It would promote athletics and keep the young generation off the streets and into something beneficial. 

442 It’s wrong to 1/ not replace the fun slides 2/ build on the field 3/ supply less parking. We have zillions of cafes & coffee shops we need a small learner pool & fun slides not a splash park & less green 
space.. 

443 I am a regular user of Amersham’s leisure facilities and am very supportive of these proposals 

444 We still would like the slides kept! 

I’ve heard rumours that the remainder of the land will be used for housing. Is this true? How is the rail network going to support the extra number of residents? 

445 It would be wonderful 
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446 This development will surely bring a wider economic buzz to the town and importantly a dazzling community asset to many sections of the community. From a LA social care commissioner please 
dont loose the diversity of the old persons day opportunities that are regularly used by locals in the current buildings. Key to this will be the hire costs that are usually hiked up in such new 
developments. Please consider how to support the continuation of these vitial preventative community support services. Lastly please consider the preventative measures to monitor and prevent 
the ASB and serious assults that have plagued the vicinity over the past 2 years. Regards S. L 

447 Not sure what the exact plans are.  
By proposed redevelopment you mean that they are going to build more apartments / houses and use the park area for that purpose?  
I can’t see on the design where the basketball and fit all areas are? Have they been removed?  
We need to allow kids to have plenty of sporting areas in Amersham and I’m not sure the plans are addressing this. 

448 As part of King George V park will be used for this new build facility which will be charged for the entrance to use the new facilities. I do not agree to take away a space (King George V Park) where 
teenagers and young family can use for free now and replace a new facility where people have to pay to get in and use something should be free for the community. We have enough issues in 
Amersham where teenagers have not place to hang out is free and safe. By taking away this space means more trouble on the streets and homes. 

449 I think it’s a very good idea to modernise the leisure facilities in Amersham. 

450 Yes definitely 

451 Much needed new facility for the health and well-being of local residents, young and old. Excellent scheme. 

452 Amersham is in desperate need of sporting facilities. We feel we have to drive either to Chesham to play badminton and table tennis at the Chesham Leisure centre. And further a field if we wish to 
do other sports. 
We have the swimming pool in Amersham, but is far too small and over crowded when it comes to school holidays or after school. 

With 2 recent stabbings in Amersham skate park (behind the Library and swimming pool) I think there is a need to keep our young people busy with sports. This will keep them active and out of 
trouble. 

Please, please continue on planning to build this new leisure centre, which is desperately needed. 

453 Amersham desperately needs this upgrade to the Leisure Centre. The present one is not fit for purpose anymore and lack the facilities the residents need for sports, classes and space for group 
activities. The current swimming pool facilities are old, dirty and uninviting. 

454 This will be amazing for our area. It what our community needs, and particularly what younger generations seek. In addition, it will help older generations keep healthy. 

455 A state of the Art Leisure Facility is so needed in this area to encourage people of all ages to do some form of exercise . The current facility is just to small and dated now. 

456 It will give our children an opportunity to excel in sport and us to maintain a healthy Lifestyle. The project must go ahead. 

457 it would be quite appalling for Amersham not to have a good facility at last to serve the community. 
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458 The new proposed development of the Chiltern Lifestyle Centre will no doubt be a valued asset within the local community and indeed beyond. Many of our leisure centres are falling into a state of 
disrepair and maintenance it is not always a priority where local councils are concerned. I am glad to see the proposals are in place and I fully endorse them. On a personal note, I am a diver and 
boards are difficult to come by. The new proposals will not only improve this facility but will also provide the local diving community with a state-of-the-art facility that is rare amoung the leisure centres 
today. 

459 the plans do not take into consideration the additional car traffic/parking the new development will create. 
The swap they propose is meaningless. We will lose one green area for more housing.  
I welcome a redevelopment of the leisure centre without further loss of green spaces. 

460 Wonderful new planning ideas 

Great stugg 

461 The old pool is falling apart and needs a complete refurbishment.ALL THE OTHERCOMMUNITY ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE WELCOMED BY ALL RESIDENTS.A LARGER CAR PARK IS NEEDED, 

462 We have written to yourselves to express our wishes to have better facilities for kids if the slides are going. We Joby been happy or satisfied with the response and would prefer to keep what we 
have. Many thanks 

463 Yes. Very much in support. Would be fantastic for community development. 

464 Please can the children a playground be located away from the car park. 

465 Seems such a shame to lose the water slides as there is nothing similar to this in the area and they are great for children to enjoy and children's parties. 

466 That pool is falling apart and a new one would be the crown jewel of the area 

467 The new leisure facilities would be excellent for the town and well over due. The sooner the build is started the better. 

468 It definitely needs updating! 

469 Sounds great, very needed. 

470 Much needed. This would vastly improve the mental health and wellbeing of many residents of the Chiltern area. It would also mean I would rejoin the swim team! 

471 Amersham SC need a new pool to train in, the Chiltern lifestyle centre is going to be incredibly important to the club and Amersham in general 

472 We have had some challenges with anti social behaviour around the park and skate park over the last two years and graffiti on the existing swimming pool. How will you ensure this does not 
continue? What about high quality security cameras and lighting outside and also anti graffiti materials used in the outside of the centre? 

473 The place should of been condemned 15 years ago. Its dirty, its unsafe, its old, outdated and must be costinf a fortune to run! 
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474 Amersham is crying out for this. We desperately need this. 

475 Yes but we would like some slides and a more fun pool. The pool in High Wycombe is boring and we never go. Coral reef in Bracknell and Aqua vale Aylesbury are good examples. This is a family 
area so would be a shame to lose a family fun pool.  

476 This will be a huge improvement for the town. The leisure centre is run down and the library in desperate need of improvement. 

477 Having a state of the art leisure, community and sports centre for the next generations to enjoy is very exciting! 

478 Absolutely what Amersham needs, current and future generations to live here and put more money into our community rather than in neighbouring towns. 

479 Improved facilities would be great for all. 
However, as a family we would be more likely to use the pool if new flumes were part of the plan. 
Thank you 

480 Generally good but still concerned about the lack of parking spaces, which is currently an major issue . 

481 No unisex changing rooms please. 

482 I think the swimming pool should have separate changing rooms for men and women. I've experienced unisex 'changing villages' elsewhere and do not like them. 

483 The building should seek to be a Near Zero Energy Building - going over and above the minimum efficiency requirements of current Building Regulations.  
There is also no proposed electric parking spaces. As a minimum the cabling should be run under the car park to allow all spaces to be converted in the future as needed. 

484 Please make it happen :) 

485 Excited about the majority of proposals, however, with the removal of the water slides there appears to be little to no consideration for children who are too old for the splash area and who are not 
skateboarders, climbers or dIvers (very niche sports!). The diving area seems an extravegance that should be repurposed into something that all 5 to 14 year olds would enjoy. NB. Just including 
'inflatables' in the pool will not cater for children who are not confident swimmers. Please consider an adjustable depth pool (like Wycombe) with slides and other activities. (Dive boards could be 
included for use at specific times). 

Also, while the layout has been carefully considered, the main aesthetic is disappointingly austere and boxy, with vertical window dividers looking like prison bars! Im not asking for the Sydney Opera 
House, but can soft curves at least be included in the cladding instead of the harsh vertical lines and maybe some colour? Many thanks for all the hard work to date. (Local mum, 2 young kids) 

486 Young people need somewhere to stay fit and healthy, this will be a great update to the community! 

487 Brilliant idea, just what Amersham needs 
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488 Although the proposed new centre will take a bit more of the green space away I think it's better than the local people having no centre at all. 

489 Such a good idea. Hope this gets built soon. 
John Blanchard (teacher) 

490 Please offer discounts for local families. 

491 Fantastic idea. Good local council! 

492 Thoroughly agree 

493 Will create a nicer social environment for all ages 

494 Great idea. Please also consider Chalfont Leisure Centre. 

495 I would be concerned that the charges to local community societies to hire halls would not be prohibitive! 

496 It would be nice to the community. 

497 Please make sure that community hall hire charges are reasonable. Coach drop off needed in both directions (and restricted to public service vehicles). 

498 Cost for retired people? 

499 The thing we would miss about the old Chiltern Pools would be the water slides. It would be nice to have a new, big pool but sad if it became less fun for kids. 

500 I don't know enough about this. Certainly think the pool should have some flumes. The kids love them and encourages them to use the pools and swim. 

501 It will be the best thing ever for Amersham as the current pool and facilities are old, outdated and dirty. Please bring it on. 

502 Fully endorse this excellent scheme taking into account excessive maintenance liability of existing amenity. 

503 As long as the traditional buildings (barns) are left this will be good for the local community. 

504 Wrong use of park land. 

505 At last. 

506 Who is going to pay for it? 

Keep costs down, affordable for all. 
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As long as there's a library. We need a community attraction. 

507 Good for local community and surroundings. 

508 Hoping there will be only a short gap between the pool/gym closing and new one opening. 

The pool looks great and I look forward to new changing rooms, cafe and extra lanes. 

The whole thing looks really good! 

509 Good to incorporate the youth club and library. 

510 Need more discussion and explanation of 'need'. 

What about the 'private development'? 

511 Land from King George V playing field should not be stolen for this development. The playing field should remain in its entirety as open green space. If needs be the development should be reduced 
in size to preserve the green space. The playing field was set aside in the past to safeguard it for future generations to cherish; we need to protect it for future generations. 

512 Add waterslides in pool. 

513 Personally don't see why we need this, money could go to NHS. 

514 Live too far no point 

515 I wouldn't benefit because I don't live there. But if there was a dance studio I would probably go. Also, there needs to slides in the pool. 

516 Where the slides at? 
If there are no slides I am not in support. 

517 I don't really use the Amersham Centre. I don't see a need for a new one. 

518 good idea but too far away for me where I live. 

519 To be honest I don't really care. I don't go to Amersham or its leisure facilities.  

So listen to others, not me! 

520 Seems like a good idea but I wouldn't use it as I live in Berkhamsted so I use this facilities there or in Chesham. 
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521 GOOD IDEA! 

I live too far myself to use it though. 

522 Very open plan and inviting. 

High cost. 

523 The proposed plans look nice but perhaps this money would be better spent somewhere else - I think that the Amersham facilities are currently in good condtion. 

524 The fly through is very impressive however I feel the money could go to a better cause. 

525 It doesn't affect me. 

526 It sounds good but I probably won't use it. 

527 Money could be spent on other things. Only creating larger facilities - there are existing ones. 

528 Slides in the pool . 

529 slides in the pool 

530 Slides in the pool/create new ones 
Add a dance studio 

531 Keep the slides (improve them) - still have the slides in the pool 
Group cycling studio/spinning room 

532 I would like to see other facilities in the animation. I think there should be slides in the pool and a ball pit as well because children like that and there should be places for parents to leave their children 
when they want to go the gym. 

533 The only reason people go is for the slides but you are getting rid of them. 

534 Gymnastics area maybe 

Attach football goals to the end of the hall with badminton courts to widen the range of sports and maybe basketball as well to again broaden the range of sports that the leisure centre will want. 

535 I wanted to see the soft play area! 

536 Keep/add slides (flumes) 
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537 Add slides in pool 

538 Water slides? 
Junior gym? 

539 Water slides would add an aspect that not many leisure centres have. 

540 Wave machine? 

541 Add water slides. 

542 Slides in the pool 

543 Studio space (taking photos etc.) 
Slides in pool 
Might be too big 

544 Tennis courts 
water slide 
astroturf 
dance studio - Zumba 

545 There is lots of space but water slides would be good and rooms for fitness classes for Zumba/spinning classes etc. 

546 Squash courts in every Chiltern leisure centre. Including Chesham leisure centre. 

547 like the spa and gym and keep the climbing wall 

548 I would be very happy with the new facilities 

549 Looks cool 

550 I enjoy going to the gym 

551 It looks great 

552 Looks cool 

I like the swimming pool 
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553 I probably won't use it but lots of others would. 

554 What about the slides? Will they be kept? 

Otherwise good. 

555 large gym 
multiple swim lanes means that less 'traffic' in lanes 

556 Nice modern space, very family friendly, suited to all 

557 I like how it is very light and it includes lots of people 

558 Doesn't really affect me but sounds good. 

559 Some facilities work for older children (like 9-10) may want an area they can play in without little kids, and not do laps of the pools. 

560 But I think some families with older children might object to the removal of the flumes. 

561 I think it's a great idea but the slides will be missed greatly by older children who cannot go on the soft play. 

562 Fitness classes 
Dance studios 
Zumba 

563 Dance studio 

564 Promising! 
Zumba - different dance styles 
Dance studio 

565 What would happen to the slides? 

566 I would like to keep the slides that are currently in the swimming pool 

567 Don't get rid of the slides in the swimming pool 

568 Keep the slides 

569 Good study space and gym 
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nice cafe area 
looks open and modern in general 
a nice place to be at 

570 study space 
music space 
open gymnastics space 

571 Don't live near 

572 water slides and spa 

573 Don't get rid of the water shoots 

574 keep the slides and make the spa more enclosed (private) 

575 A bouldering area for climbing but I won't go there anyway so do what you want I guess. 

576 Halal food and vegetarian options 
low swimming/gym prices 
gym for U15s too 

577 Halal foods and vegetarian options 
Low swimming prices 
gym use for under 15s 

578 It is desperately needed. The only issue is the lack of viewing for swimming galas. If the proposal goes ahead with such a restricted seating number it will be a major mistake. I attend many galas and 
they are all full and a good revenue generator for both the swim club and complex. You really need to rethink this and attend a few galas to see the implications for the proposal.big big mistake 

579 Spend money elsewhere. 

580 We should retain as much as KG field as possible for green areas and the children. Any other development build on this land other than the leisure centre ie residential should not go ahead. 

581 I think that this looks like a great facility which will be an asset to the county. We all know how important it is that people start to get more active and adopt healthier lifestyles and well designed 
modern facilities like this are what is required. 

582 Need more information about parking facilities, particularly blue badge parking. 
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Library access seems too open plan, opening onto internal street. Pilferage? 

583 Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the design element of the proposal.  

I for one have lost faith in the council to make decisions on behalf of the community. the designs for the Chiltern Lifestyle Centre look homogenised, lots of ideas crammed into the space, no 
character, good for the olds and very young, but not much for teen life in the town. A bit sterile perhaps. It's hard to sell concepts on computer generated videos, but that looks a lifeless structure. 

I, like many other residents, are concerned with what is currently happening in Amersham. The local council has got some fundamental decisions very wrong. The decision on the design of the new 
car park was poor, its an eyesore. The worst decision, however, is the charging for parking near the proposed site. The council have, in one fell swoop, killed the high street. Shops are closing as 
they cannot afford the rates, as well as having less visitors. For the same amount of money you are charged to park in your local high street, you can get an off peak train into London. Did no-one 
consider this? 

If this sounds like a rant, apologies. This is our town however, the soul of it is being washed away. 

584 Please make sure you have something for teenagers - anything to do with skate boarding - scooters, space to hang out which is safe and engaging for them. A place where local teenagers are 
welcome and encouraged to hang out. 

585 1. A CLEAN, Correct temperature pool (and family changing facilities..!also clean)
2.Friendly staff
3.Sports facilities for all to use at all times
4. Decent size pool with diving provision for all users
5.Soft play area for younger kids

586 Sounds amazing. Yes please! 

587 I agree that we probably need a new Leisure Centre. 
However I think it is a backward step to build it without a Leisure Pool with flumes. 
A Splash Pad is fine for small children but the flumes are needed for older children. 
The idea of having inflatable sessions in the main pool for older children is outdated. 
These sessions happened years ago. 

588 Dear Sir/Madam,  

I strongly supported the original designs for the Chiltern Lifestyle Centre back in 2016 and commented in depth on the plans.  

However I do not support the new plans because of the following reasons: 
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- The new library has only one set of windows facing outside and looks to be approximately 40%-50% of the floor area of the current library in Amersham. This is not acceptable and if they aren't
changed I will to set up a petition against the planning application. The floor area of the current library should be maintained. The 2016 plans had the library on a corner plot at 277m2 in floor area.
The new plans have a smaller library (with no size mentioned) sandwiched in between two areas. The library should be on a corner of the ground or first floor with lots of natural light and separate to
the main 'street.' The current plans indicate there'll be a very noisy, dark (and small) library. Please rethink this. Please note the current library has a large study area, a children's corner and a further
separate room plus offices.
- The original plans for the swimming pool had a balcony with space for 120 elevated seats on one side and approx. 50 seats on the other side of the pool, had more glass and light coming in and
were far more impressive. The new designs have far less seating, less soar, and are less impressive than the current swimming pool. Again, please revert to the 2016 designs in this regard.
- There is no underground parking planned. The original plans had a 92 space underground car park. This is a big missed opportunity. Underground car parking should be employed as much as
possible to free create more green space at ground level or for additional commercial development to help pay for the running costs of the leisure centre.
- There is a large roof on top of the new leisure centre. This should be utilised, especially facing the park. The 2016 designs had a play area overlooking the park on the 2nd floor. I don't see why
sports facilities such as a 6-a-side pitch with nets, skateboard ramps and/or a restaurant could not be accommodated facing the park? This would free up more green space at King George V field.
- The air conditioning fans for the building should face the Council offices on King George V road as there are no housing units facing this side of the building. This is unless they are a far less noisy
design than the current ones which are very much audible from Bensheim Way, Chichester Row and Woodside Road.

The new plans do have a better alignment in terms of the 'street' running from the town centre with a view onto the park and the architecture looks a bit better than the 2016 plans. Please consider 
using brick and flint if possible however. The new wooden facades look attractive but require a fair amount of treatment to be kept in good condition. 

Chiltern District Council only have one go at this. It's worth investing more money and time now, getting the plans right and making the most efficient use of this large and highly strategic plot. If the 
Council get it right it is a building which will last 100 years instead of 50.  

Yours sincerely 

589 I have small children so a reasonably priced crèche at the gym would be very useful for me & many other mums. Low cost or free parking would also be a good thing too. The gym should have a 
range of gym memberships for all types of people & budgets. 

590 The scale is not clear on the picture however, the library looks smaller with no space for children indicated - this would be a great loss. 

591 There is nothing wrong with the playground that is already there. No need for the street, it seems a waste of space. All the greenery and trees look like they will disappear for parking! The gym is fine 
as it is. The swimming pool does need updating. The flumes bring in a lot of money. The plans do not include them. Drakes hall looks like it will be on the first and second floor. U3A have complained 
about this. The nursery will lose ground floor access and no proper real grass to play on, How are mums expected to cope with babies etc. when dropping off their child. It seems that plans have 
been made with no local people that use these areas. 

592 1. I am concerned that there are apparently 20 fewer spaces in the new car park than at present.

2. Will there be half hour free parking for library users - at present.
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593 I feel that the library should be separate or should have closed doors within the centre. I have young children that like to run and are easily distracted. They would run all over the centre and this 
would take away from getting the benefits of the local library. The bounce and rhyme session is always busy and always enjoyed by so many of the local families. It would be challenging in such an 
open plan environment. Libraries are designed to be places to learn and this would take away from that experience. 

594 I am an Amersham resident who has used the existing leisure and community facilities for 50+ years. I am happy with them as they are - if they need updating, individual facilities should be updated 
on an individual basis. The grandiose ' stare of the art' style and community facility of the type proposed is not appropriate for Amersham - there are others like this nearby (e.g. High Wycombe) for 
people seeking this type of experience. I feel the size of the development is too large for Amersham and would spoil the character of the whole area. I feel strongly, in particular, about the destruction 
of the library , which I have used for 50+ years. It's not just a place for lending books! I don't think its incorporation into the proposed development will be a suitable replacement, to lower the functions 
which the existing library provides. 

P. G

595 Depends if the new library has equal or greater floor area, children's facilities, natural light, tranquility and security. The new library must be as good as or better than the current one, which is much 
loved and well used. 

596 Swim, sauna and steam room would be good. 

597 I am excited about the new leisure centre. Hopefully there will be discounts for Bucks CC staff as well as CDC staff as we are all one council! 

598 I am in agreement and there is still going to be a parking area close to the building especially for elderly and disabled. It would be goo to have more organised swimming pool activities such as 
Chesham has e.g. water aerobics in the evening. 

599 I like the old swimming pool. The pool must have the same depth. 

600 All that will happen with one pool available is that normal members of the public will never be able to access it. It will be reserved exclusively for schools and clubs to use. At least as it is now children 
who do not attend private schools can access the facility. 

601 Only is the pool is actually open when the public want to use it i.e. before work for a swim (usually booked by schools) and open later in the day at weekends for family swims. 

602 No, a waste of tax payers money and will be too expensive for the average person to be able to afford to use i.e. prices of swimming are already out of some people's reach. 

603 I am happy for this. I already use the gym and an improvement would be great. 

604 Brilliant idea! 

605 Feed poor people instead and help supermarkets to reduce their plastic consumption. 

606 Money better spent elsewhere, maybe just update it. 

607 Upgrade old facilities 
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608 Looks good 

609 What will car parking facilities - we need more than both car parks we have currently. 

How many studios will there be? Not clear from plans. 

A bit too open plan for my liking - how will you keep undesirables out?! 

Don't like mixed changing rooms i.e. unisex 

610 If the answer is no, what is going to happen? 

Parking is a problem at present how is that going to be addressed? 

Fitness studio not big enough for some classes now 

611 Will be a valuable and much needed upgrade. 

I fully support the proposals. 

612 Brilliant idea/plan 

613 Can't wait 

614 Need new facilities 

615 Because I prefer separate male changing and not changing village. 

616 A fantastic thing to happen! 

617 Needed in Amersham 

618 Regret loss of the new childrens play area. Transferring this to green land currently owned by CDC to ATC is just reducing available play area. It will also be v.difficult to park. 

619 Subject to there being adequate parking across the entire leisure centre facilities. 

620 What about car parking? 

621 Love the idea 
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622 Not upstairs for older people! 

623 The fitness studio should ideally be larger than the existing one. If there are no plans for a comprehensive replacement and improvement of the existing facilities, it should not go ahead. Also there 
needs to be more parking. 

624 8 lane pool looks great. 

SQUASH COURTS BRILLIANT 

625 I wanted single sex changing rooms 

626 Bigger changing room for fitness suite needed (for men at any rate); 4 showers instead of 3 

627 Small live music performance area 
Wave surfing machine 
Exhibition area arts etc. 
Conferancing suite/area 

628 State of the art leisure centre and great to see squash courts included in the scheme 

629 I am so pleased to see the squash courts and all the other facilities too I guess. 




